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Abstract
Image registration, as one of the basic tasks of image processing, is the process to register two
images about the same objective or background which are acquired in different times, different sensors,
different perspectives and different shooting conditions. In the image registration, because of the problems
that the image information is complicated, they have strong correlation and incompleteness, inaccuracy
and non-construction occur in different levels in the processing, to apply the method of computational
intelligence information processing in the image registration can have better results than the traditional
computation methods. This paper proposes an image registration method based on wavelet decomposition
and ant colony optimization, which divides the process of image registration into coarse registration and
refined registration through wavelet decomposition technique. In the coarse registration, the transformation
parameter value of the image approximation component is acquired through ant colony optimization while
the changing parameter value of the original image is obtained by the ant colony search method in the
refined registration. The simulation experiment shows that this registration method has the characteristics
of anti-noise, fast speed, high accuracy and high registration success rate.
Keywords: Image Registration, Wavelet Transform, Ant Colony Optimization

1. Introduction
The images acquired by different sensors or by the same sensor in different times and
perspectives are usually different, which is bad for the target detection system, the computer
vision system and the image fusion and which will make the system generate error information
of the target [1]. The process to eliminate the difference is called image registration. The basic
problem of image registration is to propose an image transformation method to be used to
correct the coordinates and deformation of the image. For example, the images of the same
scene taken at different times or by different sensors from different perspectives may have
some translation and rotation and they are in different coordinate systems; therefore, they need
to be corrected. There are many reasons causing the image deformation. For instance, in the
remote sensing image, the sensor noise, the changes such as the deformation, movement or
growth of the objects to be taken, atmospheric change and lightning as well as cloud coverage
and shadow may result in deformation of different forms in the image. The different causes and
forms of image deformation have required different corresponding image registration techniques
[2].
Image registration could be dated back to as early as the 1970s in America and there
are plenty of researches about registration technique in many fields. Currently, the domestic and
overseas application fields with lots of researches on image registration technique include:
infrared image processing, remote sensing image processing, digital map location and medical
image processing [3]. Usually, the registration of the translation, rotation, scaling and the
translation differences in geometric distortion are the main research contents. After dozens of
years of research, image registration technique has made certain research achievements;
however, there are still some limitations in the applications. So far, many image registration
methods have been raised in the world and these methods can be divided into: manual
registration and automatic registration while the latter includes the feature-based method and
the grayscale-based method [4]. The grayscale-based method is strongly dependent on the
image grayscale and greatly sensitive to the image scaling and rotation; besides, it is very
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complicated and the application has huge restrictions. Instead of directly operating on the image
gray, the feature-based method tends to extract control structure in the feature space and
realize image registration. With the development of computation intelligence, intelligent
algorithms are increasingly used in image registration and play an important influence on the
effects and efficiency of the image registration [5].
With the feature-based image registration as the foundation, this paper improves such
method by integrating wavelet analysis and ant colony optimization so as to expand the
application range of the matching algorithm and make the matching effects more outstanding
while preserving its original performance. Taking the mutual information as the similarity
measure of the image registration, it can automatically adjust the transformation parameter
scopes of coarse registration and refined registration and it has a bright application prospect as
a universal fully-automatic image registration method. This paper first explains the principle and
mathematical model of image registration as well as the registration method based on features;
then it proposes the basic workflow of fully-automatic mutual-information image registration
according to wavelet theory and ant colony optimization and its final part is the simulation
experiment and analysis.

2. Principles of Image Registration
2.1. Definition and Mathematical Model of Image Registration
Image registration is the process to match, overlay or process two or more images of
the same scene acquired at different times by different sensors (imaging devices) under
different conditions (weather, illumination, camera position and angle) and it is a fundamental
problem of image processing.
Two images of the same scene taken under different imaging conditions may be
different in deformation and rotation. Image registration is to make the images with different gray
scales and geometric transformation into the images with consistent gray scale and geometry.
Assume that the two-dimensional arrays f1 ( x, y ) and f 2 ( x, y ) stand for the gray-scale values of
the corresponding grid positions in the two images, then there exists such a transformation
relation between the two images.

f 2 ( x, y )  g ( f1 (h( x, y )))

(1)

In this formula, g is the grayscale or radical transformation function and h refers to the
two-dimensional coordinate transformation. According to the property of affine transformation,
its affine transformation model is:
 x   cos 
 
 y    sin 

sin    x   x 

cos    y   y 

(2)

In this formula,  , x and y are the registration parameters of these two images.

2.2. Types of Image Transformation
The most fundamental problem for all image registration techniques is to find out the
proper image transformation or mapping type to match two images correctly. After the
consistency of the image feature is established, the matching function is also established. We
hope to transform the observance image to make it register with the referenced image.
Therefore, the design of mapping function shall consider and get closed to the consistent control
points of the observance image and the referenced image as much as possible.
1) Rigid-Body Transformation
If the distance between the two points of the first image remains the same when
transformed to the second image, then this kind of transformation is called rigid-body
transformation. Rigid transform can be decomposed into: translation, rotation and (mirror)
reversal. Its transform formula is as follows:
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 x2   cos 
 
 y2   sin 

 sin    x1   t x 
    
cos    y1   t y 

(3)

In this formula, t x and t y are the translation while  is the rotation angle.
2) Affine Transformation
If the transformed straight line in the first image remains the straight line when mapped
in the second image and maintain an equilibrium relation, such transformation is called affine
transformation. Affine transformation can be divided into linear (matrix) transformation and
translation transformation with a transformation formula as follows:
 x2 
 cos 
   s *
 sin 
 y2 

 sin    x1   t x 
    
cos    y1   t y 

(4)

In this formula, t x and t y are the translation;  is the rotation angle and s is the scaling.
The more common two-dimensional affine transformation formula is as follows:
 x2   a11
 
 y2   a21

a12   x1   a13 
    
a22   y1   a23 

(5)

3) Projection Transformation
If the transformed straight line in the first image remains the straight line when mapped
in the second image but the parallel relationship maintains the same, such transformation is
called projection transformation, which can be shown by the linear (matrix) transformation in
high-dimensional space. Its transformation formula is:
x2 

a11 x1  a12 y1  a13
a31 x1  a32 y1  a33

y2 

a21 x1  a22 y1  a23
a31 x1  a32 y1  a33

(6)

4) Non-linear Transformation
Non-linear transformation can transform straight line into curve. In the two-dimensional
space, it can be expressed by the following formula:

( x, y )  F ( x, y )

(7)

In this formula, F refers to any function form to map the first image to the second
image.

2.3. Feature-based Image Registration
The methods of image registration can be divided into two kinds: grayscale-based
method and feature-based method. As the most frequently seen method, the feature-based
image registration selects the features which can be easily extracted and which can represent
the similarity of the images to be registered as the registration basis for the images with different
properties.
The feature-based registration algorithm takes certain image features (point, line and
region) as the registration primitives. Firstly, extract the features such as the points, lines and
regions with obvious grayscale changes from two images and form feature set. Then select the
features with a corresponding relation as much as possible from the corresponding feature point
sets of these images by using feature matching algorithm. As for the non-feature points, process
and deduce the corresponding matching relation through such methods as interpolation so as to
realize the per-pixel registration between two images. The core steps of feature-based image
registration algorithm include: feature extraction, feature matching, model parameter estimation,
image transformation and grayscale interpolation [6]. The entire algorithm flow is as follows in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The flow chart of image registration

3. Wavelet Analysis
3.1. Mallat Algorithm
Mallat algorithm (namely the two-scale equation) is the most fundamental characteristic
the multi-scale analysis gives the scaling function  (t ) and the wavelet function  (t ) and it
describes the internal relationship between the two neighborhood scale spaces V j 1 and V j or
between the basic functions of the neighborhood scale space V j and the wavelet space W j .

 (t ) and  (t ) can be expanded linearly with the orthogonal basis 1, n (t ) of the
V1 space.

 (t )   h0 (n)1, n (t )  2  h0 (n) (2t  n)
n

n

 (t )   h1 (n)1, n (t )  2  h1 (n) (2t  n)
n

(8)

n

Here, the expansion coefficients h0 (n), h1 (n) are h0 (n)   , 1, n , h1 (n)   , 1, n  and
they are determined by  (t ) and  (t ) , which have nothing to do with the specific scale.
Project any f (t ) to the spaces of V j , W j respectively and get the following:
_j

_j

f (t )   c j , k 2 2  (2 j t  k )   d j , k 2 2  (2 j t  k )
k

(9)

k
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c j , k , d j , k are the expansion coefficients of j scale and
c j , k   h0 ( m  2 k )c j 1, m , d j , k   h1 ( m  2k )c j 1, m
m

(10)

m

Generally, c j , k , d j , k are called the scaling coefficient and wavelet coefficient. Formula
(10) describes that c j , k , d j , k in the j space can be obtained from the weight sum of the scaling
coefficient after the filters h0 (n), h1 (n) in the scale space of j  1 and they can be expanded to any
scale space if decomposed continuously [7]. As indicated in Figure 2, the reconstruction formula
is:
c j 1, m   c j , k h0 ( m  2 k )   d j , k h1 ( m  2 k )
k

(11)

k

h0 (n)

↓2

h1 (n)

↓2

h0 (n)

↓2

h1 (n)

↓2

↓2

h0 (n)
Inputsignal

↓2

h1 (n)

Figure 2. Wavelet decomposition diagram

3.2. Image Wavelet Decomposition and Reconstruction
As a multi-scale image geometric analysis tool, wavelet transform has excellent spacedomain and frequency-domain locality and it has been widely applied in the image fusion.
Wavelet decomposition and reconstruction is to use two one-dimensional filters to realize the
fast wavelet decomposition of two-dimensional image and then realize the image reconstruction
with two one-dimensional filters. Figure 3 is the diagram of the image after three-level wavelet
decomposition [8].
3
L3 H1
3
2

H H

3
3

H 22

H12
H 11
H 32

H 21

H 31

Figure 3. Three-level image wavelet decomposition diagram
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Here, L is the low-frequency part of the image and it gathers its main energy. And
H1j , H 2j , H 3j , ( j  1, 2,3) are the high-frequency components in the horizontal, vertical and diagonal
directions in the jth level. They are the image details.

4. Basic Implementation of Ant Colony Algorithm
Ant colony algorithm is first used to solve the traveling salesman problem (TSP). TSP
problem refers to the problem in terms of the shortest path when traveling salesman iterates
through all cities in one certain area. In order to illustrate the thought of this algorithm more
conveniently, we still take the solution of traveling salesman problem consisted by n cities on
the flat surface as an example to analyze the basic principle of ant colony algorithm. For other
forms of optimization analysis, the corresponding optimization algorithm will be modified and
obtained on the basis of such problem.
First of all we should make some assumptions in terms of the ant search environment
and also set some specific parameters:
Set bi (t ) as the ant number existing at moment t by element i ;  ij (t ) the pheromone
concentration value at moment t on the path (i, j ) ; n the city number in TSP and m the scale of
n

the ant algorithm, i.e. the total ant number among the ant colony, and m   bi (t ) ;
i 1

L   ij (t ) | ci | ci  C the set of pheromone residues on paths among all cities at moment t. At

the initial time of the ant colony algorithm, pheromone on each path is usually set as a
constant  ij (t )  c . During the search process on the path of the ant k (k  1, 2,, m) , its next
search path will be determined by the pheromone concentration on different paths. Pijk (t ) stands
for the selection probability of the ant k transfers to element (city) j from element (city) i at the
moment t .



 ij  t   ij  t  

, if j  allowed k



Pij k  t      ij  t   ij  t  
 s  allowedk
0，
Otherwise


(12)

In which, allowed k stands for the city allowable to be selected by ant k in the next step,
 is the pheromone intensity impact factor, which stands for sensitive degree by the ant to
pheromone concentration and also shows the relative importance of this path, and the larger its
value is, the more vulnerable the ant is to the impact of the pheromone concentration when
selecting the next search path. The ant is more vulnerable to select the path with higher
pheromone concentration, i.e. the path that has been walked by more ants. In this way, the
communication information among ants is also enhanced to make the coordinating mechanism
more obvious.  refers to the visibility factor, namely the expectation factor, which shows the
importance of the ant’s own visibility to the path selection, and the larger its value is, the more
dependent the ant on the visibility information when selecting the path. When the value is very
large, the ant will select the next search path by an almost greedy rule but ignoring the impact of
the pheromone. ij (t ) is the heuristic function and its expression formula is as follows:

ij (t ) 

1
dij

(13)

In which, d ij stands for the distance between two adjacent elements. The smaller d ij is ,
the closer the distance between two cities, meanwhile the larger the ij (t ) is, the larger Pijk  t 
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is, the larger the probability of the ant selects such city in the next step is, that is to say, this
function shows the expectation degree value of the ant from one city to another.
With the constant search of ants, pheromone will be left on a lot of paths. In order to
prevent that the constant accumulation of large residual pheromone on each path causes the
ant to ignore the visibility information, the residual pheromone amount on each path should be
updated when every ant completes one search step or the ant finishes searches of n cities (i.e.
one iteration of the algorithm is completed).Thus, the pheromone concentration on path  i, j  at
the moment t  n can be adjusted according to the following formula:

 ij  t +n   1      ij  t    ij  t 

(14)

m

 ij  t     ijk  t 

(15)

k 1

In which,  represents the pheromone volatilization factor, 1   the pheromone residual
factor. In order to get closer to the ant group in the nature and prevent the excessive
accumulation of the pheromone, and usually  's value scope is    0,1 . After one iteration is
finished,  ij  t  is used to show the pheromone increment on path  i, j  , and the initial
time  ij  t   0 ,  ijk  t  shows the pheromone amount left by ant k on the path  i, j  in this
search process. In the ant colony algorithm, the updating strategy of pheromone directly
determines the algorithm’s efficiency and success, and the updating strategy of the pheromone
is decided by the problem features to be resolved [9],[10].

5. Image Registration Process Based on Wavelet Analysis and ACO
The mutual-information image registration process based on wavelet decomposition
and ant colony optimization includes three phases: pre-processing, coarse registration and
refined registration. The core task in the coarse registration is to quickly determine the local
scope of the optimum value of the image registration parameter. In order to overcome the
shortcoming that the image registration method based on mutual information has huge
computation, the computation in the registration can be reduced through wavelet decomposition
in the coarse registration. After that, ant colony optimization can obtain fast convergence from
the relatively wide search scope. It is automatic and universal. The result of the coarse
registration can be the initial parameter to be optimized in the refined registration and the local
scope of refined registration parameter can be determined according to the accuracy of the
image to be registered. When entering in the refined registration, we adopt the mutual
information as the measure of the image registration. Its essence is to search the registration
parameter under the maximum mutualinformation. Since the mutual information of two images
has local extremum in the search spatial scope and the computation is large, global optimization
is needed to increase the registration speed. In here, refined registration is realized by using ant
colony search method.
The steps of the fully-automatic mutual-information image registration based on wavelet
analysis and ACO are indicated in Figure 4.
(1) The wavelet decomposition of the image to be registered. Perform kth level wavelet
decomposition on the reference image I A and the floating image I B and extract their kth level
approximate components LLkA and LLkB .
(2) Coarse registration of the approximate components. Take the mutual information of
the approximate components LLkA and LLkB as the similarity measure; register LLkA and

LLkB according to the ant colony optimization and get the optimum (sub-optimum) transformation
parameters s , , x, y  of the approximate component coefficient image.
(3) Refined registration of the original image. Determine the scope of the refined
registration parameter, take the mutual information of the original images I A and I B as the
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similarity measure and search the registration parameters

 x, y, s,  of

the original images

I A and I B through ant colony optimization.

Wavelet decomposition
coefficient LLKA
Wavelet
decomposition

Image I A

LLKA

IA

ACO registration
LLkA and LLkB

 s 
  
 
 x  
 
 y  

ACO rgistration
I A and I B

 s 
 
 
 x 
 
 y 

Wavelet decomposition
coefficient LLKB
Wavelet
decomposition

Image I B

Preprocessing

Coarseregistration

LLKB

IB

Refined registration

Figure 4. Image registration process based on wavelet analysis and ACO

6. Experiment and Performance Analysis
In order to verify the performance of the algorithm of this paper in the image
registration, simulation experiment has been conducted on the standard test image Saturn in
the Matlab environment. The experiment uses 2-level DB4 wavelet decomposition and takes the
normalized mutual information as the similarity measure. The population sizes of the ant colony
optimization are all 30, the pheromone volatilization factor is 0.7, the pheromone intensity factor
is 1.0, the expected heuristic factor is 1.5, and the maximum generation is 200. In order to
reduce the impact the random function places on the result, this paper takes the average value
of 30 experiments as the experimental result.
Figure 5 (a～d) is the Saturn image registration result. (a) is the original image; (b) is
the image of (a) after rotating   27.8 and translating x  10 and y  18 (first rotating, then
translating and then directly cutting the part out of the boundary); (c) is the registered image of
(b) and (d) is the image by adding (a) and (c). It can be seen from (d) that the registration
accuracy is very high and since the line transition in the overlapping seaming of two images is
exactly the same as (a), there is no visual dislocation. Figure 6 has shown that in the preoptimization, the mutual information value of ACO increases rapidly, suggesting that ACO has a
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fast convergence speed and that ACO achieves the extremum mutual information value within
50~100 generations, indicating that ACO has a fast registration speed and a higher registration
success rate in the post-registration. Therefore, the image registration method proposed in this
paper has obtained higher mutual information value (namely fitness value) and it shows that
ACO has high registration accuracy and that it can resist the interference such as image
missing.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. Saturn image registration results

Figure 6. Average fitness evolution curve of 30 image registration experiments in saturn
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7. Conclusion
The image registration aims to eliminate or reduce differences of the image in terms of
time, space, phase and resolution etc. which is the vital step in the image fusion. This paper has
combined the image’s characteristics and the mutual information, and taken the mutual
information as the test of the similarity of the image registration, and also has put forward a kind
of image registration method based on the wavelet decomposition and the ant colony algorithm.
Through experimental analysis, such method can accurately determine the matching point, and
has achieved satisfactory results in accuracy, speed and robustness etc., which can be well
applied to multi-sensor images.
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